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Flo-Pallet  recently approached one of the country’s best known 

grocery chains in an effort to change the overall appearance of its 
products displayed on wooden pallets… 

 
  Arroyo 



 
Not only can wooden pallets present a potential 
health risk over time, some of them could injure 

a customer!  Wooden pallets can also show 
significant signs of wear over time. In such an 
upscale shopping environment, dedicated to 
health conscious consumers,  a thoroughly 

hygienic pallet for floor displays would be a 
welcome sight… 

       . 
 

 
    Arroyo 



…a closer look reveals potential 
injury to customers is clearly evident 
and around just about every corner… 

…and what is collecting  
          in these places? 

Arroyo 



 
  Customer hazards  
  are ever present with  
  wooden pallets… 

All photos on this page taken at food chain location 

Actual Shopper 



         
The chain is limited in display options because of the 

 pallets they receive from their current suppliers…  



  

The chain’s Pasadena store manager graciously  
invited Flo-Pallet to help transform the look of his  
in-store displays currently utilizing wooden pallets 



     
Approximately 30 wooden pallets           

were used at Pasadena on the floor… 



      …and here’s what happened! 



 
 
 

 
Flo, the world’s newest and most innovative  
pallet, gives a fresh look to the display floor! 



 
 
 
 

The Flo-Pallet is manufactured from FDA-approved material  
and will maintain an “as-new” appearance for years.  Keeping them 

clean is also a breeze because they will not absorb liquids. 



 
 

 
Whether you are shipping around the world or displaying in-store, 

the Flo-Pallet meets any requirement including 
all the new FSMA and HACCP regulations for food handling. 



 
 
Flo-Pallet also provided  
the Pasadena store with  
newly-designed dunnage  
pallets to improve cooler space,  
but also keep refrigerated goods  
and their packaging from moisture and  
contamination which could result from  
continuous storage on wooden pallets... 

Flo Dunnage Pallet 

     Flo Dunnage Pallet 



 
 
 
 
Prior to the change-out from   
wood to Flo dunnage pallets,  
cooler space was always at a 
premium… 



Another constant complaint of wooden pallets  
was their absorption of moisture…keeping wooden pallets dry  

was next to impossible… 



 

…and standard  40” x 48” wooden pallets  
 quite simply caused unnecessary clutter! 

      



…and here’s what happened! 



 
 
Dunnage pallets from Flo turned  
cooler space into an efficient work  
space overnight… 
 
Annoying moisture issues instantly become a thing of the 
past, because Flo Pallets do not absorb liquids and are easily  
cleaned with soap and water… 
 



     
…Flo pallets take punishment 
most pallets can’t…carrying 

maximum loads in any heat or 
cold…and so rugged they carry  

a ten year warranty! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outside the store, wood pallets show significant signs of wear from 
continued exposure to the elements… 



The change to Flo-Pallets will now allow every  
customer entering the store their first look at fresh 
produce displayed atop attractive sanitary platforms…  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
…and every Flo-Pallet will always look 
new…regardless of heat or cold or sun.   
Our 10-year warranty guarantees it! 



Solid platform allows easy  
cleaning with soap and water  

 
Rounded corners are user and customer “friendly ”… 
no splinters or protruding nails ever come from this 
pallet…reduces Worker’s Compensation claims  

 
   Four-way entry allows easy  
   movement by EPJ’s and forklifts  

Optional stacking lips

 
make for good looking 

 
�oor displays

 

35% lighter than wooden pallets and will not absorb liquids  
which make wooden pallets heavier over time  

Space-age material virtually 
 eliminates theft for recycling pro�t

 

No toxic �ame retardant additives in this pallet...  
but a blowtorch �ame will “bounce” o� its surface  

 
 
 So durable we have  
 a 10-Year warranty  

 
Platform can be  
etched to exceed       
Coe�cient of 
Friction for  
food handling  

 
 
Material: Sheet Molding Compound 
Dimensions: 40” x 48” x 5 5/8” 
Weight: 46 lbs.  




